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Dance of the SNAREs: Assembly and Rearrangements
Detected with FRET at Neuronal Synapses
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Soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive fusion protein attachment protein receptors (SNAREs) mediate vesicle fusion with the plasma
membrane on activation by calcium binding to synaptotagmin. In the present study, we used fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) and fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy between fluorescently labeled SNARE proteins expressed in cultured rat hip-
pocampal neurons to detect resting SNARE complexes, their conformational rearrangement on exocytosis, their disassembly before
endocytosis of vesicular proteins, and SNARE assembly at newly docked vesicles. Assembled SNAREs are not only present in docked
vesicles; unexpected residual “orphan SNARE complexes” also reside in para-active zone regions. Real-time changes in FRET between
N-terminally labeled SNAP-25 and VAMP reported a reorientation of the SNARE motif upon exocytosis, SNARE disassembly in the active
zone periphery, and SNARE reassembly in newly docked vesicles. With VAMP labeled C-terminally, decreased fluorescence in
C-terminally labeled syntaxin (extracellular) reported trans-cis-conformational changes in SNAREs on vesicle fusion. After fusion
SNAP-25 and syntaxin disperse along with VAMP, as well as the FRET signal itself, indicating diffusion of intact SNAREs after vesicle
fusion but before their peripheral disassembly. Our measurements of spatiotemporal dynamics of SNARE conformational changes and
movements refine models of SNARE function. Technical advances required to detect tiny changes in fluorescence in small fractions of
labeled proteins in presynaptic boutons on a time scale of seconds permit the detection of rapid intermolecular interactions between
small proportions of protein partners in cellular subcompartments.

Introduction
The docking and fusion of vesicles with the plasma membrane
requires the assembly of a vesicle protein [synaptobrevin or
vesicle-associated membrane protein (VAMP)] and two plasma
membrane proteins [syntaxin and synaptosomal associated pro-
tein of 25 kDa (SNAP-25)] into a tight protein complex called the
SNARE complex. SNARE is an acronym for SNAP receptor,
where SNAP stands for soluble N-ethylmaleimide (NEM)-
sensitive fusion protein (NSF) attachment protein. The name
SNARE recalls its disassembly before endocytosis by the action of
�-SNAP and NSF to allow the recovery of VAMP with vesicular
membrane while leaving syntaxin and SNAP-25 on the plasma

membrane to be reused in the fusion of newly docked vesicles
(Chen and Scheller, 2001). SNAREs themselves are competent to
catalyze the fusion of vesicle and plasma membranes (Weber et
al., 1998; Domanska et al., 2009), but the sudden fusion of vesicles
after action potentials requires the binding of calcium ions to C2
domains of synaptotagmin (Tucker et al., 2004), which interact in
turn with SNARE proteins and plasma membrane phospholipids
to greatly accelerate the fusion process.

The exact sequence of molecular events underlying mem-
brane fusion remains unknown. Extensive biochemical evidence
suggests that the priming of vesicles for fusion involves the final
assembly of SNAREs into a tight coiled-coil complex of the N
termini of VAMP, syntaxin, and SNAP-25, whereas the C termini
of VAMP and syntaxin and the intercoiled region of SNAP-25 are
embedded in their respective membranes. Therefore, the primed
SNARE complex is believed to be a trans-membrane complex
that provides some of the tension needed for membrane fusion to
occur. A variety of other cytoplasmic and vesicle proteins bind to
SNAREs and regulate their function (Brunger, 2006); the
SNAREs alone are sufficient to form a fusion pore between adja-
cent membranes (Han et al., 2004), whereas synaptotagmin is
needed to endow calcium sensitivity and rapid kinetics to the
process (Tucker et al., 2004).

Current models assume rearrangements in the SNARE part-
ners as fusion pores form and vesicle and plasma membranes
fuse. After fusion, the N termini of all SNARE proteins remain
together, whereas the previously intravesicular C terminus of
VAMP joins that of syntaxin on the extracellular surface in a new
cis-configuration. In this study, we used two labeling schemes to
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reveal these molecular rearrangements: In the first, we attached
the green fluorescent protein (GFP)-like fluorophores cerulean
(or cerulean-3) and citrine to the N termini of VAMP and SNAP-
25, respectively (Fig. 1a), in rat cultured hippocampal neurons
and used fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) to detect
changes in their separation and orientation occurring after
stimulated secretion. Previous studies have shown that their N
termini are closely apposed in the SNARE complex, and fluo-
rophores attached there are capable of displaying FRET (Lin and
Scheller, 1997; Sutton et al., 1998; Xia et al., 2001). In the second
scheme, we attached citrine and cerulean to the C termini of
VAMP and syntaxin, respectively (see Fig. 10a), and used FRET
to report a trans-cis-conformational change in SNAREs on vesicle
fusion.

Materials and Methods
Molecular biology. Cerulean or its photostable variant cerulean-3 and
citrine were selected as fluorophores that are brighter, are less subject to
photobleaching, and FRET more efficiently than enhanced cyan and
yellow fluorescent proteins (ECFP and EYFP) (Griesbeck et al., 2001;
Rizzo et al., 2004; Markwardt et al., 2011). GFPs attached to proteins can
dimerize to produce an artifactual FRET even when the protein partners
do not interact, so this was prevented by using monomeric citrine and
cerulean (Zacharias et al., 2002).

Rat SNAP-25B labeling started with EYFP-SNAP-25B in the
pEYFP-C1 (Clontech) vector. Citrine was made monomeric by intro-
ducing the A206K mutation using the Stratagene QuikChange Site-
Directed Mutagenesis Kit, and exchanged with EYFP by digestion with
restriction endonucleases after ligation. For rat VAMP-2 N-terminal la-
beling, the ECFP of ECFP-VAMP-2 in pECFP-C1 was exchanged for
monomeric cerulean. VAMP-2 was C-terminally labeled by replacing
EYFP on VAMP-2-EYFP in pEYFP-N1 with monomeric citrine. Fi-
nally, rat syntaxin-1A was C-terminally labeled by replacing ECFP on
syntaxin-1A-ECFP in pECFP-N1 with monomeric cerulean. FRET of
N-terminally labeled constructs was further optimized by cutting out the
12-aa linker regions with BglII and EcoR I endonucleases, shortening the
5� overhangs with mung bean nuclease, followed by blunt-end religation
to produce the in-frame short but rotationally flexible SGLT linker di-
rectly between the C-terminal K of citrine and the N-terminal M of
SNAP-25B. VAMP-2 N-terminally linked in the same fashion with the
same four amino acids to cerulean-3 was kindly provided by Mark Rizzo
(University of Maryland, College Park, MD). Botulinum E toxin resis-
tance was conferred on mCit-4aa-SNAP-25B by introducing a D179K
mutation into SNAP-25B (Finley et al., 2003), whereas botulinum C1
toxin resistance was conferred by an A199R mutation and tetanus toxin
resistance was conferred on mCer-4aa-VAMP-2 by introducing Q76V
and F77W mutations into VAMP-2 (Regazzi et al., 1996).

Cell culture, transfection, and intoxication. Hippocampi were removed
from embryonic day 18 –21 rat fetuses of either sex into HBSS without
calcium or magnesium plus 20 mM glucose and 10 mM HEPES, digested
for 20 min at 37°C in 0.25% trypsin, and then rinsed in HBSS. Cells were
dissociated by triturating four times in culture medium through a set of
fire-polished Pasteur pipettes and strained through a 45 �m mesh into 32
ml of medium. Medium contained 190 ml of Earle’s MEM without phe-
nol red or glutamine, 0.75 g of glucose, 10 ml of fetal bovine serum (FBS),
and 200 �l of MITO� serum extender (BD Biosciences) and was filtered
and stored at 4°C. To this medium, 0.5 ml of 200 mM L-glutamine and 1
ml of B27 supplement (50�; Invitrogen) were added before use. Cells
were plated at 1.5 ml per 35 mm culture dish on a 25 mm Bellco coverslip,
precleaned by sonicating 1 h each in concentrated HNO3 and HCl,
washed, racked, and coated for several hours with poly-L-lysine (0.5
mg/ml in 50 mM boric acid and 12.5 mM Na-tetraborate), then rinsed and
dried. Cell density was �250/mm 2.

After growing for 7 d at 37°C in 7% CO2, cells were transfected by an
efficient Ca3(PO4)2 precipitation procedure (Jiang et al., 2004) in me-
dium lacking FBS. For transfection, 2– 4 �g of DNA in 33 �l of 250 mM

CaCl2 was added drop-wise in a clear polystyrene tube to 33 �l of pre-

warmed 2� HEPES-buffered salt solution composed of (in mM): 174
NaCl, 10 KCl, 1.4 Na2HPO4, 15 glucose, and 42 HEPES, pH 7.09, and
mixed lightly. Approximately 66 �l of labeled VAMP-2, SNAP-25B, or
syntaxin-1A DNA, or a mixture of two constructs, was deposited gently
under the transfection medium onto cells. After incubation at 37°C/7%
CO2 for 1 h, transfection medium was replaced twice with culture me-
dium and cells incubated for 1–5 d before use. SNAP-25B expression
reaches a peak within 1–2 d and syntaxin-1A within 2–3 d, whereas
VAMP-2 expression is more vigorous and increases gradually for 1 week
(Sankaranarayanan and Ryan, 2000; Li and Murthy, 2001). Efficient
FRET requires similar expression levels and fluorescence intensities
(Berney and Danuser, 2003), and this requirement plus minimizing mis-
targeting of VAMP-2 to the plasma membrane were met by cotransfect-
ing cells with a [DNA] ratio of 6:1 for SNAP-25B or syntaxin-1A to
VAMP-2. With N-terminal labeling, the brighter citrine was placed on
the more weakly expressing SNAP-25B and conducted experiments 2– 4
d after transfection. For C-terminal labeling, experiments were con-
ducted 2–5 d after transfection. To minimize overexpression of SNAP-
25B or syntaxin-1A in vesicles, lighter transfections were used in single-
label dispersion experiments, resulting in dimmer and noisier
fluorescence records.

Bacterial toxins were loaded into cells by endocytic uptake (Matteoli et
al., 1996; Keller et al., 2004). The culture medium was changed to a
depolarizing solution of HEPES buffered salt solution containing 55 mM

KCl with NaCl reduced to 37 mM, plus either or both of tetanus toxin (10
nM; List Biological Laboratories) or activated nicked botulinum E toxin
(25 nM; Wako Chemicals). Some cells were exposed to a similar de-
polarizing solution containing 25 nM botulinum C1 toxin (Metabio-
logics). After 4 min, cells were incubated for 2 h in culture medium at
37°C/7% CO2.

Stimulation and FM4-64 staining. A coverslip was mounted in a field
stimulation chamber (RC21-BRFS; Warner Instruments) clamped to a
custom fixed platform, and viewed with an Olympus IX7 inverted mi-
croscope on a movable platform through a 60� 1.25 numerical aperture
(NA) or 40� 1.35 NA oil objective. Cells were superfused at 0.3 ml/min
at 25–28°C with external medium containing the following (in mM): 119
NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2.5 MgCl2, 3 CaCl2, 25 HEPES, pH 7.4, and 30 glucose; in
some experiments, 10 �M 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (A.G. Scien-
tific) and 50 �M DL-2-amino-5-phosphovaleric acid (Sigma) were added
to block recurrent activity. Solutions were degassed under vacuum to
minimize photobleaching of fluorescent dyes. Stimulation consisted of
8 –9 V/mm, 40 –50 mA, 1 ms bipolar pulses to Pt wires, which was 50%
above threshold as assessed by uniform FM4 – 64 staining of processes
both parallel and perpendicular to the field lines. To stain endocytosed
vesicles, 15 �M FM4 – 64 (Invitrogen) was added at 3 ml/min, and then
cells were stimulated at 10 Hz for 60 s and rested for 2 min to allow
endocytosis to complete (Ryan and Smith, 1995), followed by a 20 – 40
min dye-free wash. Healthy transmission was confirmed by rapid
destaining of well stained boutons within 10 –12 s as measured during 30
Hz stimulation.

Fluorescence microscopy and image analysis. Fluorescence excitation
was provided by a TILL Photonics Polychrome IV monochrometer. For
examining cells and locating transmitting boutons of transfected neu-
rons, fluorescence was excited at 473 � 5 nm with the Polychrome’s
white light pedestal removed using a 480 � 20 nm filter and a 505 nm
dichroic mirror; emission was collected through a 515 nm long-pass
filter. Optical components were from Chroma Technology. This ar-
rangement excites cerulean, citrine, and FM4 – 64 fluorescence, with
GFPs appearing green and FM4 – 64 fluorescence appearing red. In some
experiments, the emission beam was split with an Optical Insights Dual
View Micro-Imager using a 585 nm dichroic and 535 � 15 and 660 � 20
nm barrier filters, providing concurrent images of GFP and FM4 – 64
fluorescence to a Retiga EXi 1394 (QImaging) 1397 � 1040 pixel cooled
CCD monochrome camera. Time-lapse dual-frame background-
subtracted images were collected at 0.2 s �1 and analyzed using Compix
Simple PCI software, usually with 4 � 4 binning producing binned pixels
of 430 � 430 nm.

For FRET measurements, the microscope filter cube was replaced with
one containing a dual bandpass filter (432 � 12 and 502 � 12 nm) to
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Figure 1. Functional expression of exogenous labeled SNARE proteins. a, Schematic of assembled SNARE complex comprising VAMP labeled with cerulean, SNAP-25 labeled with citrine, and
syntaxin with its N-terminal HABC moiety plus associated proteins involved in exocytosis. Ribbon diagrams are from published databases, drawn to scale, oriented with interacting surfaces touching.
C and N mark SNARE protein termini. b, Protein-dense environment surrounding GFP-labeled SNAREs (adapted from Müller et al., 2010). c–e, Fluorescence images of a transfected neural axon
showing correct localization of mCer-VAMP-2 (c), mCit-SNAP-25B (d), and pseudocolor overlay (e). f, Toxin treatment and FM staining/destaining protocol. g, Synaptic vesicles load with FM4 – 64
during 10 Hz stimulation (bright puncta) in untreated cultures. h, Toxin-treated cultures showing only diffuse background staining. i, Pseudocolor overlay showing toxin-resistant mCer-VAMP-2 and
mCit-SNAP-25B (green), with FM4 – 64 loading of vesicles on stimulation (red puncta, yellow when merged with green). Scale bar in e also applies to c and d; scale bar in (Figure legend continues.)
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eliminate white light reflected by the monochrometer prism, a triple
dichroic (reflecting 420 – 445, 500 –520, and 610 – 640 nm and transmit-
ting 460 – 490, 530 – 600, and 650 –775 nm) for cerulean and citrine plus
FM4 – 64 excitation in the first two reflection bands, and separate ceru-
lean, citrine, and FM4 – 64 emission in the three transmission bands.
Emitted light was split by a Photometrics Quad View image splitter
equipped with a 495 nm dichroic and a 470 � 10 nm barrier filter and a
560 nm dichroic with 532 � 12 nm barrier filter to obtain concurrent
images of cerulean (donor) and citrine (acceptor) fluorescence, respec-
tively. The third and fourth channels were separated by a 625 nm dichroic
with a 595 � 10 nm barrier filter in channel 3 and a �615 nm long-pass
filter in channel 4, confining FM4 – 64 emission to the fourth channel. In
some experiments, incident light filtered through a 580 � 10 nm barrier
filter passed the microscope dichroic and was deflected into channel 3 to
provide bright-field images. Excitation alternated between 435 � 5 nm
and 505 � 5 nm from the Polychrome IV, with images generally acquired
every 2 s using an Andor Technology Ixon DU-897 512 � 512-pixel,
cooled electron multiplying CCD camera without binning with a pixel
size of 267 � 267 nm. In this way, separate images of donor fluorescence
(ID) and acceptor fluorescence on excitation of the donor (IF, an uncor-
rected FRET signal) in alternation with acceptor fluorescence (IA) simul-
taneously with FM-4 – 64 fluorescence and a bright-field image could be
acquired. Image acquisition and Polychrome IV control relied upon
Photometrics IQ software with postprocessing using NIH ImageJ. Mea-
surements of SNAP-25B, syntaxin-1A, or VAMP-2 dispersion usually
involved excitation of a single fluorophore (cerulean at 436 nm or citrine
at 505 nm), with imaging through an additional 1.5� magnifying lens
rendering 178 � 178 nm pixels. Likewise, only cerulean fluorescence was
monitored for measuring resting FRET by donor dequenching after pho-
tobleaching citrine with 510 nm excitation for �10 min or until its flu-
orescence was reduced by �90%.

FRET calculations. To correct sensitized FRET measurements for spu-
rious acceptor excitation and donor emission spillover, some cells from
each litter were transfected with just mCer-VAMP-2 and � was measured
as IF/IA; and other cells were transfected with just mCit-SNAP-25B and �
was measured as IF/ID. The � value varied between 0.045 and 0.055 and �
between 0.25 and 0.30. To discover the origins of this variability, prelim-
inary experiments were performed on agarose beads coated with a
cerulean-venus dimer separated by 8 aa. The fluorescence characteristics,
and therefore � and �, were found to depend mildly on pH in the range
of 6.9 –7.4, ionic strength in the range of 125–175 mM, refractive index of
1.38 –1.43 (30 –70% glycerol), extent of photobleaching, and relative flu-
orescence intensities of protein and bead material, the latter being anal-
ogous to cell autofluorescence. These properties are likely to vary within
these ranges in cytoplasm among cells from different litters, and probably
explain the need to measure � and � in each set of cultures. These beads
were also used to check the procedures for correcting FRET. They had a
reported FRET efficiency of 0.47, which was measured as 0.45. The �
(0.081) and � (0.64) were estimated from published absorbance, excita-
tion, and emission spectra of citrine and cerulean (Griesbeck et al., 2001;
Rizzo et al., 2004; Markwardt et al., 2011).

Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy. Fluorescence lifetime imag-
ing microscopy (FLIM) measurements were made with a Zeiss 510 non-
linear optics Axiovert 200M laser scanning microscope in the Molecular
Imaging Center at University of California, Berkeley. The microscope is
equipped with a NeoFLUAR 40� 1.3 NA oil objective and a Becker and
Hickl SPC-730 Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting Module. Sam-
ples were excited by 436 nm laser light at 0.33– 0.8 �W generated by

frequency-doubling the 872 nm 120 –150 fs pulses at 80 MHz from a
SpectraPhysics mode-locked Ti:Sapphire Tsunami laser using a Spectra-
Physics 3980 Pulse Selector. Emitted light was filtered through a Chroma
480 � 10 nm bandpass filter and detected by a Becker and Hickl PMC-
100 photomultiplier tube coupled to the fiber-out port of the 510 LSM.
Images of 128 � 128 or 256 � 256 pixels were acquired over 1– 4 min. For
dequenching cerulean, citrine was photobleached with 320 scans of 514
nm excitation from an Ar laser at full power for 1.6 �s per pixel per scan.
The apparent FRET ratio of the donor (product of the fraction of donor
in the FRET-generating complex times the FRET efficiency of the com-
plex), FRD, was estimated from the difference in average donor lifetime
change from its initial value (�i) on photobleaching the acceptor with and
without acceptor present (��) as FRD 	 ��/�i.

Estimating fractions of proteins in SNAREs. FRET ratios of donor or
acceptor report the fractions of donor or acceptor energy engaged as
FRET and correspond to the product of the fraction of donor or acceptor
molecules subjected to FRET times the FRET efficiency of the FRET pair.
For closely apposed cerulean and citrine (Fig. 1a,b), FRET efficiencies
between 0.43 and 0.50 have been measured for cerulean/venus pairs
separated by flexible 5 aa linkers (Griesbeck et al., 2001; Rizzo et al., 2004;
Day et al., 2008). Citrine has a Förster distance slightly greater than that
of Venus (Rizzo et al., 2006) and that of cerulean-3 is longer than for
regular cerulean (Markwardt et al., 2011), allowing for an even greater
FRET efficiency. Although the precise spatial relationship between the
closely apposed N termini of SNAP-25B and VAMP-2 in a SNARE com-
plex is uncertain, these considerations led us to assume a FRET efficiency
of �0.5 in the highly congested space surrounding assembled SNAREs,
similar to that measured by Xia et al. (2001) between ECFP-VAMP-2 and
EYFP-SNAP-25B in SNARE complexes in situ, implying that, at rest,
�6% of VAMP-2 is in a FRET-generating complex with SNAP-25B,
presumably as preassembled SNAREs.

Estimating extent of protein overexpression. When cells were transfected
with toxin-resistant labeled VAMP-2 and SNAP-25B, native unlabeled
proteins were eliminated by pretreatment with botulinum D and tetanus
toxins. The extent of overexpression with exogenous protein was esti-
mated as follows: let V be the total number of uncomplexed VAMP
molecules in a region of measurement and F be the fraction of VAMP
labeled with cerulean, then FV VAMPs are labeled, (1 � F )V are not, and
the ratio of labeled to unlabeled VAMPs is F/(1� F ), which is the over-
expression level. A similar level of overexpression for labeled SNAP-25
was assumed. Let there be S SNAREs in docked vesicles. Without over-
expression, there are a similar number of orphan VAMPs (Wienisch and
Klingauf, 2006), which we propose to exist as orphan SNARE complexes.
Overexpression increases the number of orphan VAMPs (as SNAREs)
proportionately (Fernández-Alfonso et al., 2006; Wienisch and Klingauf,
2006), so this adds SF/(1 � F ) orphan SNARE complexes, for a total of
2S � SF/(1 � F ) SNAREs. Only dually labeled SNAREs produce FRET, in
the amount of SF 2(2 � F/(1 � F )). The total number of labeled VAMPs
(those complexed in SNAREs and those that are free) is SF[2 � F/(1 �
F )] � FV, so FRD should equal [SF 2{2 � F/(1 � F )}]/[SF{2 � F/(1 � F )}
� FV] times �, the FRET efficiency of dually labeled SNARE complexes.
Substituting FRD 	 0.0284 and � 	 0.5 into the above relationship gives
F 2 � 2.0568 F � 0.1136 � 0.0568V/S � 0.0568 FV/S 	 0.

In cells treated with toxins, only FV VAMPs remain, and they are all
labeled. There are S docked SNAREs plus S of the usual orphan SNARE
complexes plus somewhat fewer extra orphan SNARE complexes, SF 2/
(1 � F ) due to the reduced concentration of VAMP. All SNAREs are
dually labeled and undergo FRET. FRD is now [S{2 � F2/(1 � F)}]/[S{2 �
F 2/(1 � F )} � FV] times �, which was measured as 0.0343, resulting in
this equation: 0.9341 F 2 � 1.8627F � 1.8627 � 0.0686 FV/S � 0.0686
F 2V/S 	 0. These equations were solved with MATLAB (MathWorks) to
get F 	 0.86 and V/S 	 114, suggesting that �1% of VAMPs are in the
SNAREs of docked vesicles and that �7 times as much is in orphan
SNARE complexes when transfection overexpresses protein levels by ap-
proximately sixfold.

Statistical analysis. Two-tailed Student’s t tests were used for differ-
ences between groups or from a given value when distributions passed the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for normality at 5% and the Mann–Whitney test
was used when they did not. The Fisher exact test was used for 2 � 2

4

(Figure legend continued.) i also applies to g and h. j, FM4 – 64 destained at nearly normal
rates; red traces track single boutons of 10 dually toxin-resistant transfected cells treated with
tetanus and botulinum D toxins; black line is average of 10 untreated controls. k, Neurons
transfected with toxin-resistant SNAREs (n 	 44) destain at the same rate as cells transfected
with GFP (n 	 48) or mock transfection controls (n 	 48); untreated controls (n 	 43) destain
slightly faster, releasing a higher fraction of stained vesicles per action potential. Block shows
time constants of exponential fits to fluorescence decays and probabilities of differences be-
tween groups (two-tailed t tests).
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comparisons, whereas multiple comparisons such as testing distribution
flatness used � 2 tests. Multiple comparisons were done with Kruskal–
Wallis tests followed by Dunn’s multiple-comparisons test for differ-
ences between groups; Student’s t tests (after normality testing) or
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (when normality was not satisfied) were used
to test for differences from particular values. Unpaired Student’s t tests
assumed unequal variances; paired tests were used when the same pop-
ulation was tested under different conditions. The test used for each
statistical conclusion is given in the text.

The level of uncertainty of FRET calculated from donor fluorescence
lifetimes was estimated by the method of propagated uncertainty (Meyer,
1992). When FRET was derived from a ratio of lifetimes, �1/�2, the level of
uncertainty, 	, was estimated from:

	2 
 
�1/�2�
2�
SD�1/�1�

2 � 
SD�2/�2�
2.

The uncertainty in FRET derived from a difference between shifts in
lifetimes in two groups, �(��) 	 (��)1 � (��)2, where group 2 lacked
FRET (donor only or soma only), was estimated from:

	2 
 ��
�� /�2
2��	�
���/�
����2 � 
SD�2/�2�

2,

	2
�
��� 
 SD2


���1
� SD2

(��)2
.

Results
Labeled SNAREs function normally
Figure 1c–e shows the expression and correct targeting of
VAMP-2 labeled with monomeric cerulean on its N terminus
(mCer-VAMP-2) to clusters of synaptic vesicles in presynaptic
boutons and of SNAP-25B labeled with monomeric citrine on its

Figure 2. Resting FRET in neurons transfected with mCer-VAMP-2 and mCit-SNAP-25B. a–d, FRET measured by donor dequenching on acceptor photobleaching. a, Transmitting synapses in
transfected processes (pseudocolored green) identified by FM4 – 64 staining (pseudocolored red) appear as yellow puncta that dim by destaining on stimulation. b, mCit-SNAP-25B (pseudocolored
red) dims after photobleaching citrine, whereas the mCer-VAMP-2 donor (green) brightens in c. d, Increase in donor fluorescence (left) reflects resting FRET with intensity scale expanded 10-fold
from c. Right, this increase is pseudocolored green and overlaid on the decrease in FM4 – 64 fluorescence from a pseudocolored red. Yellow puncta mark transmitting boutons with a resting FRET.
e–g, FRET measured by FLIM. e, Donor fluorescence lifetimes in a dually transfected neuron, color-coded as indicated in f. Dashed rectangle marks the soma showing unchanged donor fluorescence
lifetimes on acceptor photobleaching (e bottom); solid rectangle marks processes enlarged in g showing a shift to longer (more blue) lifetimes. f, Donor lifetime histograms in a region including most
processes and in the soma before and after acceptor photobleaching. Red triangles mark peak lifetimes in histograms smoothed by using a 147 ps window and excluding values below dashed red
lines, which arise largely from extracellular regions or fine processes contaminated by background fluorescence (orange-red tinge in a; Fig. 3); white lines mark histogram half-rise and half-fall times.
Resting FRET is indicated by the prolongation of lifetime rise and fall times in processes but not somata after acceptor photobleaching.
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N terminus (mCit-SNAP-25B) to the ax-
onal plasma membrane. To demonstrate
that the labeled proteins could still support
exocytosis, we used the red amphiphilic dye
FM4–64 to stain synaptic vesicles that had
undergone exocytosis and endocytosis, and
then followed the kinetics of dye destaining
in a subsequent stimulus train (Brumback et
al., 2004). To ensure that secretion was sup-
ported by labeled proteins, we destroyed na-
tive SNAP-25B and VAMP-2 with the
proteolytic neurotoxins botulinum E and
tetanus toxin (Fig. 1f), and labeled proteins
were rendered toxin insensitive by specific
amino acid substitutions (Regazzi et al.,
1996; Finley et al., 2003). Either of these tox-
ins alone or both together completely
blocked neurosecretion in nontransfected
cultured rat hippocampal neurons when as-
sayed by FM4–64 staining and destaining
(Fig. 1g,h). However, cells cotransfected
with toxin-resistant and labeled proteins
mCer-VAMP-2(Q76V/F77W) and mCit-
SNAP-25B(D179K) and treated with both
toxins took up FM4–64 dye on stimulation
(Fig. 1i) and released it nearly as rapidly as
untreated cells when restimulated (Fig. 1j),
indicating a nearly normal release probabil-
ity by action potentials. Identical reductions
in release probability were observed in cells
transfected with only GFP and in sham-
transfected cells (Fig. 1k), indicating that
the transfection procedure rather than the
attachment of fluorophores reduces release
probability by �35%. This functional res-
cue demonstrates that exo- and endocytosis
are unaffected by labeling SNARE proteins.
The procedure also eliminates dilution of
FRET by unlabeled native proteins.

Resting FRET of preassembled SNAREs
Before attempting to detect dynamic
FRET signals, we wanted to demonstrate a
resting FRET, which should reflect preas-
sembled SNAREs of docked vesicles. We first estimated resting
FRET by donor dequench on acceptor photobleach (Miyawaki
and Tsien, 2000). This technique eliminates FRET by photo-
bleaching the acceptor (Fig. 2b, mCit-SNAP-25B), resulting in an
increase in donor fluorescence (Fig. 2c, mCer-VAMP-2) propor-
tional to preexisting FRET. A statistically significant FRET of
4.4 � 0.7% of donor (p � 0.0001, one-sample t test, n 	 14
boutons from 7 preparations) was largely confined to functional
boutons (Fig. 2d), as assessed by FM4 – 64 staining/destaining
(Fig. 2).

More extensive measurements were conducted using FLIM, a
method better suited to measuring resting FRET, which reduces
the lifetime of the donor fluorophore. Figure 2e is a pseudocol-
ored image of cerulean fluorescence lifetimes in a neuron trans-
fected with mCer-VAMP-2 and mCit-SNAP-25B. Lifetime
histograms in the cell body and in a large region, including most
processes, are plotted in Figure 2f. The lifetimes display wide
variability, as is typical of FLIM images. In processes, the peaks of
smoothed lifetime histograms were 2.18 � 0.036 ns, significantly

shorter (p 	 0.042, n 	 5, paired t test) than lifetimes measured
in cell bodies (2.24 � 0.033 ns), suggesting an average effective
FRET ratio of donor of 2.7% with a propagated uncertainty of
4.9%. We compared distributions of cerulean lifetimes in 6 cells
transfected only with the donor to 6 dually transfected neurons.
The addition of acceptor reduced average peak donor lifetimes
from 2.36 � 0.050 to 2.25 � 0.021 ns (p 	 0.043, Mann–Whitney
test), indicative of an average FRET ratio of VAMP-2 of 4.6%
(5.9% uncertainty).

We also measured dequenching of FRET in processes from the
increase in donor lifetime (34 � 11 ps, n 	 13) after acceptor
photobleaching. In control cells expressing only mCerVAMP-2,
mock bleaching of the absent acceptor was followed by a decrease
in donor lifetime of 43 � 15 ps (n 	 4), likely due to donor
photoswitching by repeated illumination in this series. The dif-
ference was highly significant (p 	 0.0028, unpaired t test), sug-
gesting an average FRET ratio of VAMP-2 of 3.3% with an
uncertainty of 6.8%. In subsequent experiments, effects of donor
photoswitching were eliminated by averaging fewer scans and

Figure 3. Resting FRET is not caused by protein crowding. The distribution of shifts in cerulean fluorescence lifetimes on
photobleaching citrine in all pixels in the FLIM image in Figure 2 are plotted against the donor intensity in a and the
acceptor intensity in b; black lines are 400 point running averages. c, d, Respective histograms of lifetime shifts � SE
compared with fluorophore intensities for each segment of fluorescence intensity. Different segments of the distributions
and histograms are color coded. The dimmest signals (to the left of the dashed red lines) come from extracellular regions
or are heavily contaminated by autofluorescence and show no apparent lifetime shift (FRET). Very bright regions are from
processes near the soma and nontransmitting (damaged) boutons and also show no FRET. Groups of data were analyzed by
the Kruskal–Wallis test, with subsequent application of Dunn’s multiple-comparisons test. Mid-intensity (green groups on
the right and green and blue groups on the left) pixels showed significant differences from dim and bright groups (in most
cases, p � 0.01), but not between each other. The dimmest and brightest groups showed no significant difference from
zero ��, whereas all other groups displayed a significant �� ( p � 0.0001 by t test when populations were normal, or by
Wilcoxon signed-rank test when they were not).
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pausing between scans for photoswitching artifacts to subside.
When we compared (Fig. 2e,g) average increase in peak donor
lifetime on acceptor photobleaching in processes (60 � 22 ps) to
somata (6 � 13 ps), the difference was also significant (p 	
0.0017, n 	 5, paired t test), suggesting an average FRET ratio of
VAMP-2 of 2.4% (2.5% uncertainty) restricted to processes.
These results indicate a resting FRET ratio of VAMP-2 in pro-
cesses of �2.4 – 4.6%, with most estimates near 3%. Assuming a
cerulean-citrine FRET efficiency of �0.5 (see Materials and
Methods), this corresponds to �6% of presynaptic VAMP-2
complexed as SNAREs. FRET could arise from local crowding of
uncomplexed donor and acceptor molecules, in which case life-
times should decrease with level of expression, as reflected by
either donor or acceptor fluorescence intensity. No such depen-
dence was observed (Fig. 3). Changes in lifetime were negligible
in the dimmest pixels (arising from extracellular debris and thin
processes between boutons) and the brightest pixels (arising
mainly from axons near the soma and nontransmitting boutons),

but in the intermediate range they were uniform at �50 – 60 ps
and were independent of the expression level of either donor or
acceptor.

Cells treated with botulinum D and tetanus neurotoxins
efficiently cleave their target unlabeled proteins, so the frac-
tion of donor-labeled VAMP-2 in SNAREs with acceptor-
labeled SNAP-25B should be higher than in cells not treated
with toxins. The average peak lifetime increase in toxin-
treated cells was indeed higher (38 � 14 ps, n 	 8) than in
untreated cells (24 � 11 ps, n 	 5) when acceptor was present,
but not significantly. In cells without labeled acceptors, life-
times decreased 43 � 12 ps, as mentioned above. As outlined
in Materials and Methods, the data suggest that perhaps one-
seventh of VAMP-2 or SNAP-25B is unlabeled, that �1% of
VAMPs are in the SNAREs of docked and releasable vesicles,
and that another 7% are in orphan SNARE complexes. Due to
uncertainties in the analysis used to derive these estimates, as
well as the high degree of variability in the measurements, we

Figure 4. Dynamic FRET between the N termini of SNAP-25B and VAMP-2 measured by enhanced acceptor emission caused by donor excitation at single boutons. a, Schema of
apparatus used to produce time-lapse image stacks of FRET corrected for spectral spillover. b, Time courses of fluorescence measurements from a single bouton used to produce dynamic
FRET traces in response to 30 Hz stimulation. Images used in producing these traces include: b1, FM4 – 64 destaining showing functionally transmitting bouton; b2, raw FRET from
acceptor fluorescence excited at 436 nm, with line used for bleach correction; b3, bleach-corrected fluorescence of acceptor excited at 505 nm (b5) fluorescence of donor excited at 436
nm; b4, corrected FRET calculated from b2, b3, and b5; b6, FRET ratio of acceptor (apparent fraction of SNAP-25B engaged in FRET), calculated from b3 and b4; and b7, FRET ratio of donor
(apparent fraction of VAMP-2 engaged in FRET), calculated from b4 and b5. Dashed lines in b2, b3, and b5 were used for bleach correction of raw data; dotted lines in b4, b6, and b7 indicate
baseline values. c, Dynamic corrected FRET (c2) and FRET ratios of acceptor (c3) and donor (c4) averaged from 28 boutons showing detectable FRET signals in a single neuron; corrected
FRET signals from seven of these boutons are overlaid in c1.
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have little confidence in the precision of
these estimates, but they are interesting
because they are consistent with inde-
pendent estimates of these numbers (see
Discussion).

A new dynamic FRET technique
To detect changes in FRET associated
with secretion, we needed to measure dy-
namically the spatial distribution of small
changes in FRET. The most sensitive
method uses sensitized emission from an
acceptor of energy transferred from an ex-
cited donor (Berney and Danuser, 2003;
Miyawaki, 2003). Overlap of donor and
acceptor fluorescence spectra are required
for FRET to occur, so acceptor emission
will be contaminated with donor emission
and light exciting the donor will also
weakly excite the acceptor. These effects
are conventionally corrected by measur-
ing �, the ratio of fluorescence in the ac-
ceptor emission band excited at the donor
excitation wavelength divided by acceptor
emission excited at the acceptor excitation
wavelength in cells transfected with ac-
ceptor, and �, the ratio of acceptor band
emission divided by donor band emis-
sion, both excited by the donor excitation
wavelength in cells transfected with do-
nor. The raw FRET signal, acceptor band
emission responding to donor band exci-
tation, measured in successive frames
from defined regions of interest, IF(t), is
corrected by IF�(t) 	 IF(t) � �IA(t) �
�ID(t), where IA(t) is the time course of
acceptor emission in response to acceptor
excitation (which does not excite the do-
nor) and ID(t) is the time course of donor
emission in response to donor excitation
(pure donor fluorescence; Hoppe et al.,
2002). We also calculated a dynamic
FRET ratio of acceptor, FRA(t) 	 �IF�(t)/�IA(t), where � is the
ratio of acceptor to donor extinction coefficients at the donor
excitation wavelength and FRA(t) is proportional to the product
of FRET efficiency of the FRET-generating molecules and the
proportion of acceptors participating in FRET (Hoppe et al.,
2002). We also calculated the analogous FRET ratio of donor,
FRD(t) 	 IF�(t)/[IF�(t) � �ID(t)/�], where � is the ratio of increase
in sensitized acceptor emission to decrease in donor fluorescence.
See Materials and Methods for our estimation of �, �, �, and �.
Dynamic FRET ratios provide valuable measures of changes in
fraction of FRET partners, but are poor estimators of absolute
values of the FRET ratio.

Correcting the FRET signal normally requires three sets of
optics: one appropriate for measuring IA, one for measuring ID,
and one for measuring IF by exciting mainly donor and measur-
ing mainly acceptor fluorescence. We developed a dynamic vari-
ant of this “3-cube method” in which excitation is switched
between two bands using a fast monochrometer, emission of
both fluorophores is measured simultaneously using an image
splitter with different emission filters, and a polychroic mirror
reflects both excitation bands to the preparation while passing

both emission bands to image splitter and camera. Our poly-
chroic also transmits orange light to produce a bright-field image
and red light to monitor FM4 – 64 emission that is excited by the
citrine excitation light. A quadruple image splitter separated do-
nor, acceptor, bright-field, and FM4 – 64 images (Fig. 4a). Accep-
tor and FM4 – 64 images were acquired alternately with donor
and FRET images, along with bright-field pictures; the FRET
images were processed offline to produce a corrected FRET mea-
surement in the regions of interest.

N-terminal FRET signals from active synapses
To record meaningful FRET signals, we focused on active bou-
tons transmitting with high release probability. These were iden-
tified as well stained FM4 – 64 puncta in presynaptic processes
that subsequently destained rapidly on stimulation after washing
off FM4 – 64. Some experiments were done on cells transfected
with toxin-resistant SNARE constructs after treatment with tet-
anus and botulinum E toxins. Although this should have en-
hanced the FRET signals by eliminating signal dilution from
unlabeled SNAREs, the results were similar, probably because
of our relatively high levels of overexpression with labeled

Figure 5. Kinetics of dynamic FRET signals are nonrandom. a, Scatter plot of the amplitude of the peak deviations of FRET from
initial values compared with the latency to that peak for transmitting (filled red circles) and nontransmitting (open black circles)
boutons as assayed by FM4 – 64 staining and destaining on successive stimulations at 30 Hz for 10 min. The FRET signals were
filtered by 11-point smoothing, corresponding to a filter width of 20 s, to reduce noise and eliminate brief transients and converted
to FRET ratios of initial acceptor fluorescence (product of FRET efficiency and fraction of initial acceptors in FRET). b, Histograms of
maximum changes in FRET ratios for transmitting (red bars) and nontransmitting (open bars) boutons, with Gaussian fits. Non-
transmitting boutons are equally likely to show a positive or negative maximum FRET deviation (mean deviation 	 0.003 �
0.007, black arrow and short cross bar). For transmitting boutons, the maximum FRET deviation is almost always negative (mean
deviation	�0.082�0.006, red arrow and even shorter cross bar). The average peak deflections are significantly different ( p�
0.0001, two-tailed Mann–Whitney test). c, Histograms of times to peak FRET deviation from initial values for transmitting (red
bars) and nontransmitting (open bars) boutons, shown here as separate histograms, and replotted in d on one axis. The average
times to peak (33 � 1.3 s for transmitting boutons, 40 � 1.5 s for nontransmitting boutons, arrows as in b) are significantly
different ( p 	 0.001, Mann–Whitney test). The peak time histogram for transmitting boutons is significantly different from flat
( p � 0.00001, � 2 test, 10 df, measured between 20 and 65 s after stimulation began), whereas the nontransmitting bouton
histogram is not different from flat ( p � 0.1).
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proteins. These results are therefore in-
cluded with those from experiments
without toxin treatment.

Figure 4b presents dynamic fluorescence
signals recorded from a single bouton of a
neuron subjected to 30 Hz stimulation for
10 s. Shown are FM4–64 fluorescence, iso-
lated donor (mCer-VAMP-2) fluorescence
on exciting cerulean, acceptor (mCit-
SNAP-25B) fluorescence on exciting only
citrine, the raw FRET signal (uncorrected
mCit-SNAP-25B fluorescence on exciting
cerulean), and the post hoc FRET signals af-
ter correction for bleaching, donor emission
spillover, and spurious acceptor excitation.
The corrected FRET signal is also ex-
pressed as dynamic FRET ratios of do-
nor and acceptor.

Figure 4c show numerous examples
from one experiment, with averaged cor-
rected FRET and FRET ratio traces. Brief in-
tense stimulation designed to elicit rapid
release of the entire readily releasable vesicle
pool within �2 s (Stevens and Williams,
2007) evoked a gradual decrease in FRET
usually beginning �2–5 s after the start of
stimulation, decreasing to approximately
one-half to two-thirds of the initial FRET
ratio of acceptor or donor within 20–40 s,
and finally recovering to its initial level
within another 30–60 s. This pattern of

Figure 6. Dynamic N-terminal FRET signals showing a brief increase in FRET at the beginning of stimulation. a, Corrected FRET
signals (thin colored lines) from 6 boutons stimulated at 30 Hz and 3 boutons stimulated at 10 Hz (from 9 different experiments)
and the mean (heavy black line) � SE (gray zone) of these signals. Corrected FRET is normalized by plotting FRET as a ratio of the

4

initial donor fluorescence and then expressing it as a fraction of
its average value before stimulation. b, Three of the signals
from a are repeated in the top panel to illustrate the pattern of
FRET signals observed in a total of 13 experiments, whereas
the bottom panel shows the inverse of these records showing
the pattern that would be expected to occur equally often
if the signals in the top panel occurred randomly due to noisy
fluctuations. Signals displaying this pattern were never ob-
served. c–f, Examples of control experiments showing lack of
any discernible FRET ratio of acceptor signals in boutons trans-
fected only with mCit-SNAP-25B (c) or mCer-VAMP-2 (d), or
from dually transfected boutons stimulated in a 0-Ca medium
(e) or treated with botulinum C1 toxin (f) in cells in which the
mCit-SNAP-25B had been made toxin insensitive by incorpo-
ration of the mutation (A199R), leaving only syntaxin-1A sen-
sitive to botulinum C1 treatment. Changes in the FRET ratios of
acceptor from the average prestimulus values are plotted. In g,
neurons prestained with FM4 – 64 were exposed to 0.25 mM

NEM for 6 min; subsequent stimulation at 30 Hz resulted in
normal FM4 – 64 destaining, confirming that exocytosis re-
mained intact but evoked only a slowly increasing FRET ratio of
acceptor. In h, cells were prestained with FM4 – 64 and then
destained, showing intact exocytosis, treated with NEM, and
then stimulated again in FM4 – 64; NEM blocked endocytosis
and therefore there was no restaining (the decrease in
FM4 – 64 is due to gradual washout of nonspecific staining
remaining after destaining before NEM). Because the cells were
not stained after NEM exposure, there was no destaining to a
fourth period of stimulation. In c–h, results averaged from 22– 40
boutons (indicated in each panel) are plotted within � one SE
band and average FRET signals are overlaid with colored lines rep-
resenting five typical examples of single-bouton signals.
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FRET signal was observed in 15 experiments on cells from 13 differ-
ent litters on stimulation at frequencies of 30 (in a few cases, 10) Hz.

The signals in Figure 4 are admittedly noisy; the records from
a single bouton are from only 4 – 8 pixels. Although the pattern
illustrated here was dominant, we also observed examples of re-
cords from boutons in which the corrected FRET signal showed a
positive peak that was larger than the negative one. The question
naturally arises of whether the illustrated pattern is genuinely
different from what would be expected to occur from random
fluctuations in noisy signals. To address this question, we selected
5 experiments for more detailed analysis (Fig. 5). We recorded
131 single bouton FRET signals from strongly transmitting bou-
tons (assayed by FM4 – 64 staining/destaining) and plotted the
amplitude of the maximum (peak) deviation from initial values,
whether positive or negative, versus its time of occurrence for 80 s

from the start of stimulation. We compared these results with
FRET records from 152 nontransmitting boutons from the same
preparations that were subjected to the same analysis. Peak devi-
ations were identified and measured blindly with an automated
computer algorithm to avoid experimenter bias. Peaks from
transmitting boutons were predominantly negative (89%), with
an average amplitude of �8.2 � 0.6% (FRET ratio of initial ac-
ceptor), whereas those from nontransmitting boutons were
equally likely to be positive (52%) or negative (48%), with an
average FRET ratio of acceptor of 0.3 � 0.7%; the differences
were highly significant (p � 0.0001, Fisher exact and unpaired t
tests). Moreover, the histogram of latencies of peaks for non-
transmitting boutons was flat, with an average time of occurrence
exactly at the midpoint of the 80 s records (40 � 1.5 s), whereas
for transmitting boutons, the histogram was peaked, with a

Figure 7. a, Exemplar images at the times shown before and after stimulation at 30 Hz for 10 s showing dispersion of mCer-VAMP-2, mCit-SNAP-25B, syntaxin-1A-mCer, and uncorrected FRET between
mCit-SNAP-25B and mCer-VAMP-2. All but the syntaxin images were obtained from one bouton at an axonal bifurcation of a dually transfected neuron. For each series, the leftmost image shows fluorescence
intensity; the remaining images illustrate changes in intensity from a time before stimulation, with increasing intensity as whiter and decreasing intensity as darker than the gray background. Difference images
were 10 s averages to reduce noise. During and immediately after stimulation, fluorescent protein moves from boutons (which darken, black arrows) to adjacent regions (which brighten, white arrows), with
labeled protein distributions gradually recovering. The SNAP-25B movements are also shown in Movie 1. b, Repeated line scans of syntaxin-1A-mCer along the path (red line) through a bouton and neighboring
regions shown on the left are displayed on the right, with time plotted horizontally and position plotted vertically. Increasing fluorescence is represented by the color scale plotted on the right. Intensities are in
arbitrary units.
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shorter average latency of 33 � 1.3 s from
stimulation (p 	 0.001, Mann–Whitney
test), and significantly different from flat
(p � 0.00001, � 2 test). Clearly, FRET sig-
nals from transmitting boutons are not
random and instead fit a consistent pat-
tern, whereas those from nontransmitting
boutons do not.

In a few (13) transmitting boutons, we
observed a 1–2 s transient increase in
FRET right at the beginning of stimula-
tion (Fig. 6a), when almost all of the read-
ily releasable pool of vesicles is released
(Stevens and Williams, 2007). Although
this transient was only occasionally dis-
cernible above the noise, we believe that
these signals, too, were real, because in the
hundreds of records we have perused, we
have never seen the inverse pattern (repre-
sented in Fig. 6b by inverting the records we
did observe). This difference, too, was sig-
nificant (p 	 0.0026, Fisher’s exact test).

Several control experiments indicated
that these fluorescence signals repre-
sented genuine changes in FRET. First, as
documented above and illustrated in
Figure 5, FRET signals from nontrans-
mitting boutons that showed no FM4 – 64
destaining did not fit this pattern: the peak
change in FRET was equally likely to be
positive or negative, to occur at any time
in the record, and to have the characteris-
tic shape of a rise time of �30 s beginning
shortly after stimulation and a fall time of
�60 –90 s, as seen consistently in signals
from transmitting boutons. Second, no
consistent signals at all were observed on
stimulating cells transfected with only
mCit-SNAP-25B (Fig. 6c, acceptor alone),
or with only mCer-VAMP-2 (Fig. 6d, donor
alone). These results control for possible ar-
tifacts due to changes in fluorophore fluo-
rescence and FRET signals arising from
other consequences of stimulation, such as
changes in pH, oxidation state, or bouton
volume. Third, stimulation of cotransfected
cells evoked no consistent FRET signals
when exocytosis was blocked by omitting
calcium from the medium (Fig. 6e), indicat-
ing that the FRET signals depend upon an
influx of calcium rather than any other ef-
fect of stimulation and nerve activity.
Fourth, FRET signals could arise from
changes in crowding of VAMP-2 and
SNAP-25B on the plasma membrane, but
the independence of resting FRET on ex-
pression level in boutons (Fig. 3) argues
against such a source of our FRET signals.

Our FRET signals arise from labeled
SNARE proteins
A more comprehensive control would be
to block secretion without blocking cal-

Figure 8. Time courses of fluorescence intensity changes of labeled proteins at active zone centers (blue traces) and surrounds (red
traces). a–e, Two examples each of movement out of the center and into the surround, respectively, of mCer-VAMP-2, mCer-VAMP-2 after
NEM treatment, mCit-SNAP-25B, syntaxin-1A-mCer, and corrected FRET between mCit-SNAP-25B and mCer-VAMP-2. For each bouton,
fluorescence is normalized to the average intensity before stimulation in the central region. Averages�SE for centers and surrounds from
numerous boutons are plotted in f–j, with n	24, 43, 9, 20, 8, 15, 10, 12, 4, and 13, respectively; for surround regions after NEM treatment,
3 adjacent time points were grouped to reduce scatter. Heavy dashed lines in j are running averages of 21 points that clearly reveal average
changes in noisy records but produce an artifactual early start to temporal changes.
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cium influx to stimulation to show that FRET changes between
SNAP-25B and VAMP-2 occur only when SNARE complexes
participate in secretion and undergo subsequent disassembly and
reassembly. For this purpose we used botulinum C1 toxin, the
primary target of action of which is syntaxin cleavage. This toxin
also cleaves native SNAP-25B, so we used SNAP-25B (A199R)
mutants that are resistant to botulinum C1 toxin action (Jin et al.,
2007). Cells were cotransfected with mCit-SNAP-25B(A199R)
and mCer-VAMP-2 and depolarization loaded with botulinum
C1 toxin. This procedure eliminates SNARE complexes from re-
cycling vesicles by cleaving all uncomplexed syntaxin and syn-
taxin freed from SNAREs as SNAREs disassemble before vesicle
endocytosis while leaving labeled SNAP-25B and VAMP-2 intact.
We confirmed that transmission was fully blocked by the absence
of FM4 – 64 staining or destaining on stimulation, which also
failed to evoke any change in FRET in these cells (Fig. 6f), con-
firming that our FRET signals not only require calcium entry but
also intact SNAREs. Any effect of stimulation on FRET due to
crowding of SNAP-25B and VAMP-2 or to other indirect conse-
quences of stimulation or calcium entry
would have persisted in these cells.

To attribute our FRET signals to assem-
bly, disassembly, or other rearrangements of
SNARE complexes after electrical stimula-
tion, we sought to alter the normal sequence
of events followed by SNAREs in the secre-
tory cycle and look for effects on the FRET
signal. For this purpose, we exposed
cotransfected neurons to freshly dissolved
NEM, a membrane-permeant sulfhydryl al-
kylating agent that inhibits endocytosis by
blocking disassembly of SNAREs by NSF
and �-SNAP. Because NEM has been
reported to have a variety of effects on
exocytosis and calcium channels, we first ex-
amined concentrations of NEM between 10
and 500 �M and found that 0.25 mM NEM
spared exocytosis, as measured by FM4–64
staining before exposure to NEM and
destaining after NEM exposure (Fig. 6g),
but blocked endocytosis, as measured by an
inability to restain previously stained and
destained boutons when applied before a
second attempt to stain terminals with
FM4–64. NEM treatment eliminated the
robust decrease in FRET seen regularly in its
absence, suggesting that this phase of the
usual FRET signal is associated with the dis-
assembly of SNARE complexes. The re-
maining slow increase in FRET would then
correspond to the assembly of additional
SNAREs as new vesicles docked to replace
those recently exocytosed. This is perhaps
our strongest evidence that our FRET sig-
nals arose from the relationship between the
N-terminals of SNARE complexes of vesi-
cles undergoing exocytosis and endocytosis.

Dispersion of the SNARE complex
As described previously (Sankaranarayanan and Ryan, 2000; Li
and Murthy, 2001) for labeled VAMP-2, we observed VAMP-2
dispersion from the area of strongest FM4 – 64 destaining, where
vesicles are docked before stimulation, to or past the lateral mar-

gins of active zones starting within 1 s of the beginning of stimu-
lation (Figs. 7a, 8a,f). This has been interpreted as showing that
VAMP-2 is deposited on the plasma membrane on exocytosis
and is recovered by endocytosis at the “para-active zone” regions
to be recycled to newly docked vesicles in the active zone. After
treatment with NEM, VAMP-2 of the secreted vesicles dispersed,

Figure 9. Apparent changes in corrected FRET from N-terminally labeled SNAP-25B and VAMP-2 are due both to dispersion of
SNAREs and to real changes in FRET. c, When dynamic FRET is measured (thin blue trace) from a single bouton (blue outline in a),
the changes are larger and noisier than when measured from a larger axonal regional surrounding the bouton (thin red trace and
red outline in a). In d, signals from 11 boutons (blue outlines in b) are averaged (thin blue trace) and compared with the signal (thin
red trace) from the entire axonal region encompassing all these boutons (red outline in b). FRET signals from large areas should be
devoid of contamination from dispersion of FRET-generating SNAREs out of boutons, which contributes a substantial additional
component to the signals from isolated boutons. In c and d, the thicker lines are smooth curves drawn through the records (best
fitting Boltzmann or double exponential functions), revealing clear differences between boutons with and without surrounding
regions.

Movie 1. Successive images of mCit-SNAP-25B fluorescence in a presynaptic bouton (at an
axonal bifurcation) and surrounding processes. Frames during 10 s of 30 Hz stimulation are
marked by a red circle. Note the rapid decrease and gradual recovery of SNAP-25 concentration
in the bouton (white arrow) and its dispersion initially into an immediately adjacent region
(yellow open arrowhead) and then into more distant regions (yellow closed arrowhead). Each
frame is an average of 10 s of five 0.4 s frames repeated at 0.5 Hz (adjusted to optimize signal-
to-noise).
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but no recovery of VAMP-2 to central active zone regions oc-
curred (Fig. 8b,g), illustrating that NEM blocked synaptic vesicle
recycling but not exocytosis. We have now observed a simultane-
ous lateral dispersion of both SNAP-25B (Figs. 7a, 8c,h; Movie 1)
and syntaxin-1A (Figs. 7a,b, 8d,i), and even of the FRET signal
itself (Figs. 7a, 8e,j), on stimulation. The dynamic dispersion of
the target SNARE proteins has not been described previously,
although a broader distribution after stimulation has been ob-
served at Drosophila neuromuscular junctions (Kawasaki and
Ordway, 2009). It is notable that dispersion appeared to begin
before FRET began to decrease (compare Figs. 4b,c and 6a, Fig.
8a–j), suggesting that what we observed was the lateral movement
of intact cis-SNARE complexes from newly exocytosed vesicles to
sites of subsequent disassembly and endocytosis of vesicle mem-
brane and proteins.

Dispersion of SNARE complexes out of a region of interest
will reduce the FRET signal, even if there is no real change in FRET
of the moving complex, whereas dispersion of uncomplexed
SNAREs could increase the apparent FRET ratio of donor or ac-
ceptor. There are three reasons why our changes in FRET signals
cannot be attributed entirely to dispersion artifacts: (1) such dis-
persion cannot explain the regularly observed decrease in the
dynamic FRET ratio of both acceptor and donor, FRA(t) and
FRD(t), respectively, as the complex moved peripherally (Figs. 4,

6); (2) an artifact arising entirely from dis-
persion is inconsistent with the reversible
decrease in corrected FRET still seen in
large regions of interest encompassing ac-
tive zones and the peripheral regions into
which dispersion occurred (Fig. 9); and
(3) the absence of a decrease in FRET after
NEM treatment while exocytosis and dis-
persion continued (Figs. 6g,h, 8a,f) shows
that dispersion alone was not responsible
for the changes in the FRET signal. Dis-
persion contributes to, but by no means
entirely accounts for, the corrected FRET
signals recorded from central active zone
regions. The changes in dynamic FRET
ratios, in particular, are strong indications
of genuine FRET changes between com-
ponents of SNARE proteins.

C-terminal FRET
In a final series of experiments, we looked
for the appearance of FRET between
VAMP-2-mCit and syntaxin-1A-mCer as
a sign of SNARE trans-cis transformation
on vesicle fusion (Fig. 10a). Due to the
high acidity of synaptic vesicles, the fluo-
rescence of a GFP on the C-terminal of
VAMP-2 is strongly quenched. Vesicle ex-
ocytosis results in deacidification of the
interior vesicle membrane surface, and
the sudden dequenching of an intrave-
sicular GFP may be used as a reporter of
vesicle fusion—the so-called synapto-
pHluorin effect (Miesenböck et al., 1998).
This phenomenon precludes this label
from being used as a FRET reporter, but
vesicle fusion should align the C-terminal
of VAMP-2 with that of syntaxin-1A on
the exterior of the plasma membrane, so a

label on its C-terminal might be used to detect FRET. If this
extracellular label were citrine, and the intravesicular label were
cerulean, then citrine fluorescence would be contaminated by a
large, unquantifiable, and uncorrectable spillover from de-
quenched cerulean emission as it physically approaches the ac-
ceptor. To avoid this, we labeled the intravesicular terminal of
VAMP-2 with citrine and the extracellular terminal of
syntaxin-1A with cerulean, because spillover effects from a
pH-dependent change in citrine fluorescence cannot affect the
decrease in the shorter wavelength donor fluorescence accom-
panying FRET. Although this signal is smaller than the increase in
acceptor fluorescence by sensitized emission, it does provide a
detectable and unambiguous measure of FRET. When strongly
transmitting boutons are preselected for strong FM4 – 64 staining
and rapid destaining (Fig. 10b), we detected both an increase in
acceptor fluorescence (Fig. 10c, synaptopHluorin effect) and a
decrease in donor fluorescence indicating a FRET increase (Fig.
10d), apparently reporting SNARE trans-cis transformations be-
ginning shortly after the start of 30 Hz stimulation. The strong
synaptopHluorin-like signal reports functional secretion in
transfected terminals, although in these experiments, native pro-
teins were not eliminated by neurotoxin treatment combined
with toxin-resistant constructs. In contrast, no such fluorescence
signals were observed in nontransmitting boutons. This revers-

Figure 10. Dynamic FRET between C termini of syntaxin-1A and VAMP-2 measured by donor quenching. a, Schematic showing
C-terminal labeling of SNARE proteins. b, FM4 – 64 destaining allows selection of 12 functionally transmitting synapses (black) and
39 nontransmitting boutons (blue). c, The same active synapses produce an increase in VAMP-2-mCit fluorescence on intravesicu-
lar alkaline dequenching due to vesicle fusion during 10 Hz stimulation, which recovers as vesicles are endocytosed and reacidified.
d, Simultaneous decrease in apparent donor FRET ratio (fraction of syntaxin in FRET multiplied by FRET efficiency), the recovery of
which tracks disassembly of cis-SNAREs. c and d include null results from nontransmitting boutons. Two each of particularly noisy
records were omitted from the experimental VAMP-2-mCit average (c) and the control syntaxin-1A-mCer average (d).
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ible decrease in donor fluorescence was
not produced exclusively by dispersion
and replacement of syntaxin, because it
was twice as large in dually probe-
transfected cells (22.9 � 5.3%, n 	 44) as
in controls transfected only with syntaxin-
1A-mCer (10.0 � 2.7%, n 	 39, p 	 0.034, t
test; Fig. 11).

Our suggestion of the existence of
orphan SNARE complexes based on
estimates of resting N-terminal FRET
prompted us to look for resting C-terminal
FRET. From 7 measurements of syntaxin-
1A-mCer donor dequenching on VAMP-2-
mCit acceptor bleaching, we estimate a
donor FRET ratio of 10 � 6%. Because C
terminals of syntaxin and VAMP in the
trans configuration are separated by two
membranes, this resting FRET is likely an-
other indication of the existence of orphan
SNARE complexes, although some assem-
bled intravesicular SNAREs may also con-
tribute to this resting FRET.

The SNARE cycle
Combining the observations shown in Fig-
ures 4 to 10, we conclude that the following
sequence of events most likely underlies our
FRET measurements (Fig. 12; Model 1): On
stimulation, we sometimes detected a tran-
sient increase in N-terminal FRET during
exocytosis of docked and primed vesicles,
reporting a conformational change or reori-
entation between the N termini of VAMP-2
and SNAP-25B, perhaps a tightening or fi-
nal zippering of the SNARE core complex
leading to exocytosis (Chen et al., 2001; Rizo
et al., 2006; Sorensen et al., 2006). At the
same time FRET appeared between the C
termini of VAMP-2 and syntaxin-1A, re-
flecting the reorientation of SNAREs from a
trans-membrane to a cis-membrane confor-
mation. Fused vesicles began to disperse im-
mediately upon exocytosis, with SNARE complexes still assembled
toward active zone margins, whereas before endocytosis, SNAREs
were disassembled, causing a reduction in resting N-terminal FRET
and a reversal of the increase in C-terminal FRET beginning�10–20
s after the start of stimulation and proceeding for �45 s (Ryan and
Smith, 1995). Meanwhile, new vesicles arriving at vacated docking
sites were primed for release by the (perhaps partial) assembly of
SNARE complexes, finally restoring N-terminal FRET to resting lev-
els �1–2 min after stimulation while disassembly of released
SNAREs was completed (Fig. 10, tail of C-terminal FRET recovery),
matching the recovery time course of synaptic transmission from
depression (Stevens and Wesseling, 1999). NEM treatment blocked
the decrease in N-terminal FRET due to SNARE disassembly, leav-
ing only an apparently permanent increase in FRET as new vesicles
docked and assembled their SNAREs, replacing those that fused and
dispersed during stimulation.

Discussion
We report here the first observations of dynamic changes in pre-
assembled SNARE complexes during secretion, their dispersion

as an intact complex from sites of exocytosis to sites of endocy-
tosis, followed by their disassembly and finally the assembly of
SNAREs of newly docked and primed vesicles. Previous measure-
ments of SNARE component interactions using FRET were re-
stricted to static measurements in pheochromocytoma cells (Xia
et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2004), except for one study of intramolec-
ular FRET to detect the unfolding of SNAP-25B before the for-
mation of SNARE or SNARE-like complexes (An and Almers,
2004). Although FRET could arise from dimers of only SNAP-
25B and VAMP-2, such dimers are not likely to form naturally
(Brunger, 2006). Our findings are consistent with views that
SNAREs assemble (at least partially) before stimulated secretion,
undergo conformational rearrangement during fusion, disas-
semble before endocytosis, and reassemble before subsequent re-
release. In contrast, our findings are more difficult to reconcile
with a recently espoused alternative model (Jahn and Fasshauer,
2012) in which exocytosis involves the rapid assembly of fully
separated vesicle and plasma membrane SNARE components.
Our results also suggest that SNARE complexes disperse intact
after fusion and before disassembly.

Figure 11. Decrease in syntaxin-1A-mCer fluorescence is due to both dispersion of syntaxin and increase in C-terminal FRET
with VAMP-2-mCit. a, Scatter plot of maximum fractional changes in cerulean fluorescence from boutons of dually transfected
neurons (closed symbols) and neurons transfected only with syntaxin-1A-mCer (open symbols) in response to 30 s of 30 Hz
stimulation compared with fractional destaining of FM-4 – 64 fluorescence in the same boutons. b, The results shown in a were
replotted separately for singly and dually transfected cells as fractional changes in cerulean fluorescence normalized by fractional
changes in FM4 – 64 fluorescence; lines and gray rectangles are means � SE. c, Means � SE of data in b. Both groups show a
significant decrease in normalized cerulean fluorescence ( p 	 0.0007 for syntaxin only, one-sample t test; p � 0.0001 for dual
transfection, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), and the means are significantly different from each other ( p 	 0.034, t test with Welch’s
correction), indicating that both syntaxin dispersion and an increase in FRET contribute significantly to the decrease in cerulean
fluorescence.
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Our dynamic N-terminal FRET measurements occurred on a
background of resting FRET, indicating that �6% of the
VAMP-2 in a bouton was assembled in SNARE complexes. This
proportion was more than we expected because �10% of the
�200 vesicles in an active zone are docked in large, strongly
transmitting boutons (Dobrunz and Stevens, 1997; Schikorski
and Stevens, 1997), whereas, at most, 10% of the VAMP-2B in
vesicles is likely to be in SNAREs surrounding the incipient fusion
pore of docked vesicles (Takamori et al., 2006; Domanska et al.,
2009), implying that only �1% of VAMP-2 would be in SNARE
complexes. This is close to our estimate of the fraction of VAMP
in SNAREs of docked vesicles based on the effect of toxin treat-
ment on the level of resting FRET. Similarly, the majority of

SNAP-25B and syntaxin-1A proteins are located outside of active
zones, where they cannot form part of a SNARE complex (Tao-
Cheng et al., 2000). However, a substantial amount of “orphan
VAMP”—several times as much as in the pool of docked vesi-
cles—is left behind on the plasma membrane after a cycle of
exocytosis and endocytosis, especially when transfected proteins
are somewhat overexpressed; endocytosis recovers mainly this
orphan VAMP rather than newly released VAMP (Fernández-
Alfonso et al., 2006; Wienisch and Klingauf, 2006; Hua et al.,
2011). Our high resting N-terminal FRET values, the existence of
resting C-terminal FRET, and our analysis of the effect of toxin
treatment on resting FRET all suggest that much orphan
VAMP-2 remains in the form of “orphan SNARE complexes.” It
is likely that it is these orphan SNARE complexes whose rapid
disassembly was detected (Figs. 4, 6, 10) as new SNAREs arrived
from recent exocytosis, providing a “readily retrievable pool” of
VAMP-2 for efficient recycling of vesicle membrane and protein
into the readily releasable pool and bypassing the reserve pool of
vesicles (Hua et al., 2011).

Our results indicate that SNARE disassembly occurs in the
endocytic para-active zone region, away from where exocytosis is
concentrated. Why is this? We propose that this separate com-
partmentalization of SNARE disassembly and endocytosis from
the site of vesicle docking and release removes the whole array of
enzymes and cofactors required for disassembly and endocytosis
away from the active zone, which is already overcongested with
proteins involved in exocytosis (Fig. 1a,b). The dispersion of
SNARE complexes that we observed was probably a manifesta-
tion of the process of clearance of “debris” from the active zone
that has been proposed to be necessary before active zones can be
reused.

The fraction of C-terminal-labeled VAMP resident on the
membrane could in principle be estimated by relating its fluores-
cence to the pool of vesicles released on exocytosis (the increase in
acceptor fluorescence) or to the entire pool of VAMP revealed by
vesicle alkalinization with ammonia (Wienisch and Klingauf,
2006). However, unlike true synaptopHluorin, citrine is not fully
quenched by low vesicular pH, so its resting fluorescence seri-
ously overestimates the size of the orphan VAMP pool.

Figure 12. Models of the SNARE cycle and interpretation of our results. a, Three phases of dynamic FRET signals (Fig. 6) from N-terminal labeled SNAREs are associated with a model of the SNARE
cycle (An and Almers, 2004). During secretion, preassembled SNAREs reorient to generate a brief FRET transient, then disperse before disassembly of recently exocytosed or orphan SNARE complexes
(the gradual decrease in FRET), whereas new SNAREs assemble as new vesicles dock and are primed (leading to restoration of FRET). See Model 1 for animated renditions of this sequence. b, In
C-terminal labeling, an increase in acceptor fluorescence (Fig. 10c) accompanies vesicle fusion and dequenching of intravesicular citrine on VAMP-2 (synaptopHluorin effect), lasting until vesicle
endocytosis and reacidification occur. A decrease in donor fluorescence signals an increase in FRET (Fig. 10d) due to the trans-cis transformation of SNAREs on vesicle fusion, lasting until SNAREs are
disassembled before endocytosis.

Model 1. Interpretation of the experimental results relating stages in the SNARE cycle in
Figure 12a to phases of a corrected FRET signal between N-terminally labeled mCer-VAMP-2
and mCit-SNAP-25B from a single transmitting bouton. Resting FRET arises from assembled
SNAREs in docked and primed vesicles and orphan SNARE complexes remaining from prior
vesicle exocytosis. Stimulation admits Ca 2� ions through Ca 2� channels that bind to synap-
totagmin, causing vesicle fusion sometimes accompanied by a transient increase in FRET. The
liberated SNAREs disperse intact to the active zone margins. As they begin to arrive where
orphan SNARE complexes are parked, the latter disassemble, leading to a decrease in FRET. FRET
eventually returns to resting levels as new vesicles are docked and primed and SNAREs are
reassembled either from recovered target SNAREs moving back to the active zone (as shown
here) or from free SNAP-25B and syntaxin-1A that were present on the plasma membrane. The
increase in C-terminal FRET between VAMP-2-mCit and syntaxin-1A-mCer (Fig. 12b) is not
shown, but occurs as SNAREs reorient from trans to cis conformations during vesicle fusion and
lasts until orphan SNARE complexes disassemble before endocytosis. Our results cannot distin-
guish whether it is the SNAREs from newly exocytosed vesicles or orphan SNARE complexes that
start to disassemble shortly after stimulation begins. Regardless, our results strongly support
the existence of orphan SNARE complexes and suggest that target SNAREs disperse initially
intact before disassembly begins.
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The transient increase in FRET sometimes seen during secre-
tion raises interesting questions about its composition; it proba-
bly reflects cumulative signals from the 5–10 vesicles that fuse in
the early part of a 10 –30 Hz train (Dobrunz and Stevens, 1997;
Schikorski and Stevens, 1997). Our sensitivity and time resolu-
tion are presently insufficient to determine the duration of signals
from single fusion events.

Our results open opportunities for future studies. For exam-
ple, preventing SNARE disassembly with the amphiphysin SH3
domain (Shupliakov et al., 1997) should also block the decrease
in N-terminal FRET, whereas altering the ratio of synaptotagmin
isoforms (Wang et al., 2003) might favor “kiss-and-run” fusions
also lacking slow phases and perhaps altering the transient in-
crease. Our detection of states of SNARE complexes with FRET
provides a new window into understanding SNARE function in
synaptic transmission, introduces a new concept of orphan
SNARE complexes, and provides new tools (dynamic three-
image FRET corrections and simultaneous measures of secretion
by FM dye or synaptopHluorin imaging with one set of optics)
for following protein interactions in living cells. Because only
small fractions of VAMP-2 and SNAP-25B in a bouton, and even
in a single pixel, interacted, we had to use technical innovations in
the optical technology and molecular biology of the protein–
probe combinations. Our refinements and optimizations will
likely be of general usefulness for revealing protein interactions in
real time wherever small fractions of partners interact, especially
if those interactions occur rapidly and reversibly in a confined
subcellular compartment.
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